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1VI巳DICAL
THE REDlOAL STUDENT.
丁HE B晒NCH HARVARD CO漢O晒隅丁IV巴SOC肥十Y.
)
)
THE most progressive Surgica冊‾
strument Store in New England.
Everything for the Su「geon, Hosp主
tal Nurse, and Patient.
MICROSCOPES, 
SLIDES,COVERS, 
MEDEA, 
STAINSand　REAGENTS. 
VICTOR
VIBRATORS.
The best, at a reaSOnable prlCe
BLANK　BOOKS, 
FOUNTAIN　PENS, 
FINE　STATIONERY. 
EngravlngandP「intingforPhysl- 
ciansand　Students. 
F. H. THOMAS COソ
STERILIZERS　& INCUBA丁ORS,
PHYSICIANS’
AND OSPITAL LABORATORY
SUPPL!ES.
COTTON
GAUZE
BANDAGES.
S丁ERILE DRESSINGS,
VAN HORN’S CAT GUT, S暮LK
and SIしK WOVEN GUT,
LIGA丁URES and SしけURES.
冊. R. N. RANDALL, ’o6言S agent
for the F. H.Thomas Co.’s goods
inthe B. U. S. M.Depot, 26Wor-
CeSter Square.
707 BovIs†on S†.
捌　榔D互αAL　βTUDEⅣT.
ELMO‘N R,l JOHNSON, M.D.
冒田圃　GU重患D田O最D,
22O Cla,rendon Bt., near Boy18tOn.
Daily, eXCePt Thur§days, 12 tもl, and by appointment.
Telephone, Back Bay 1768, Or QFincy 159-5.
Diseases of Ear, Nose, and Throat.
WI」LIAハC. ADAMS,
SuccESSOR TO ADAMS & G|LBERT. .
O『丁!⊂IAN,
JOHN R. 1NOYES, M, D.
|]R▲CTICE L|MITED TO
REFRACTIOⅣ AND DIS田AS田S OF TE田EY’田・
w。d.紫置蔀豊富∴ 7 t。 8.30.　　　106肌血St.,
Mo雫識‡鵠㌣nt’　　　　　　B重∝kt。n, n種。s.
丁【し・,謹言A JOH岨,し珊瑚丁　0黒J群
PHYSICIANS’COLLECTING OFFICE.
26 βIossom St., Oんelseα, 〃αSS.
雌aFRegular collector for physicians. NOT a collection agency for bad
bi】ls・ Send postal or telephone and I will call.
WHEN LooKING FoR A PLACE TO EAT TRY
.S丁看」ES
即し5 WOROESTER ‘ST,, n脚∴靴SHINGTON ST,
‘ w話　TRY TO P」EASE.
THE OAKLAND HOUSE.
31 East Newton St.,
Cor. James Street and Franklin Square.
NICEI.Y FURNISHED ROOMS, EVERY MODERN IMPROVEMENT.
丁ab!e D,Ho青e DiTⅢerS Ou「 SpeciqI富v.
Special Rate by the Week.
HoursforMeals:-Breakfast,6 to 9; Lunch, 12　tO I.3O;
Dinner, 5.3O tO 7.30,
P. R. Blake, Proprietor.　Telephone, 21 1 14 Tremont.
し縦and §taroh Wo「k Our §岬i叩,
‖Oは丁O‖,§　晴州0　し刷り鵬Y,
81 WE§T OO鵬ORO STR鵬T,
田0$丁O討,請ASS.
Telephone, ⊥102-2 Tremont.　　　　A. NoRTON.
CHAMBE LAIN’S
監O囲
H鵬,
$5。。○
DERBYS重
Beaconsfield Brand, .　.　.　.　.
Revelation　　　=
GLOVES,
Fownes hahd-SeWed Street GIoves,. .
Adle重Gloves ,　…　   .  .
Lanbskin lined Driving GIove8,　.  .
Squirrel lined MochaしGIoves, .　.　.
Squirre1 1ined Reindeer G10Ve8,.  .  .
W軸ITE VEST§, $1,10,
ThiB Ve8t i8 SOld a11 over Boston for $1.50.
鵬W↑黒霊:誓f …霊。器票EPN’
賞覆E .舶二かDlOAL　$TのEⅣ録
JOHN L. COFFIN, M。D。,
229　BE粛正電工El『, ○○RⅣER Bo曹重S富0劃「畠田.
Hours, 10 A. M. to 12.30 P. M.
Aftemoons by appointment.
D重合話きし重さ重り∈おも重ト　で鼠患う　置き話と重さ夢。
DAVID W。 WELLS, M,D。,
TH露W田S中軸|NS冒ER, OOP|.田Y SQ., BOS冒ON.
Hours, 12.30 to_4.30.　Mornipgs by appointment.
Telephone Back Bay 152l-2.
Practice |'imited to Refra,Otion and Dise綿eB Of the Eye
FRANK C。 RICHARDSON, M。D.,
685 Boylston Street, Eoston.
NERVOUS DISEASES。
Tclephone Connection.　　　　　　　　　　　Hours, 2 to 5 P.M.
O紐ce ConsultatlOnS A王temoons by Appointment.
J. M, HINSON, M,D.
RE『RACTION and DISEASES OF EYEタ
Boylston Chambers,739 ±!oylston St.,
Between Exeter and Fairfield StB.
O航ce Hours・ 10 to ll A書誌‡窪叢’豊富andやrsdays’2’30-4’
′JAMES KRAUSS, M.D。
Warren Chambers, 419 Boylston St., Boston.
O飯ce Hours, 12 to4 P.M. Sundays and Holidays by Appointment.
Genito-Urinary Surgery and Venereal Diseases.
Diagnosti6 and Operative Cystoscopy and Urethroscopy. ‘
Telephone, Back Bay 2350.
W!L」ARD A。 PAUL, M, D。、
15了　HARVARD STREET,
DORCHESTER.
O撞ce Hours,　Unti1 9 A.閲二.,　2-3 P.勘二.,　6.3O-7.3O P.m
BENJAMIN T。 LORING, M,D.
Woodbury Building, 229　Berkeley, COr. Boylston∴Street,
BOS冒〇㍍, ⅢAS8.
X"Ray=or The叩)8utio or I)ia帥OStio Pu叩oses.
O飯ce Hours: 2to 4 P.M. except Sundays. Telephone, Back Bay 1289-5.
E. A, EASTMAN, D,M,D。
DEN丁IS丁
17轡Tremont Street, Boston, Mass,　チ
○○nnected by Telephone.　　　　Hours, 9 A.M. to 5 P.Ⅲ.
Connccted by Telephone.
GEORGE B. R!CE, M.D.
THE GUH]DFORD.
2ao CLARENDON, Cor. NBWBU京Y STREET.
O競ce hours・ 1.30 to3.30 P.M・・ eXCePting Wednesdays and Saturdays1
10 A.M. to12 M. Sundays by appointment only.
D!SEASES OF TIIE NOSE AND THROAT.
町. M・ S冒R〇㍍-G, M.D.
!76 HUNT!NGTON AVBNUE,　　　　　　BOSTON.
Diseases of the Nose, Throat, and Ears.
O航ce Hours, 2 to 4 P.M.　　　　　, Other hours by appointment.
Tel phone Back Bay 2I79I.
ALICE M葛STEEVES, D○○D. S,,
355 BOy轟S冒o劃「 S冒., ○工題で.
Office Hours: 1 to 5 P. M.) and by appointment.
FREDER!CK W重HALSEY, M.D.
272 N圏WBURY S冒RE田冒, BOSTON.
馴SEASES OF T帖REOT間州D G州即0しOGY,
Priydte 〃o8pitα/ Acoommodαtio〃S.
OFP重cE HOURS:重tO 3 P.Ⅲ.
Dr, N, H. HOUGHTON,
Di§eaSeS Of the Nose and Throat,
冒HE GU工1DFORD,
22O Clarendon St", Cor. Newbury.
田ours, 2 to 4 P.Ⅲ・　　　Telephone, B. B. 1768.
R, JOHN H葛PAYNE,
R血otion and肌rgioa=)is㈱s of the Ey8,
PI田RCE BU|LD|NG. COP|'EY SQUARE.
Hours: 9to 10A.M., 2to4 P.M:　　　Telephone, Back Bay 949.
GEO。 H. EARL, M.D.
803　B07重8題0:吋SなREE冒.
Oわs七e七でjcs a皿d Or七心のpedjcs
Hours: 3to5P.M.
冒elephone, 1O22　Back Bay.
皿BⅢⅢ∴肌　HO弧,舶.D.
Refraction and Diseases of the Eye,
Congr駒tional House,伸Boaoon St,
1IA.M.to3P.M,
Mon.and Thur 2to4P,M.　Tel.1644Haymarket.
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Deranges the stomach and hinders digestion. That)s the reason
Hagee,s Cordial of Cod Liver Oil
Hypophosphites of Lime and Soda
is so much better than plain cod liver oil or emulsions. The grease
has been eliminated-the active principles onlybeingretained. You
the blood absorbs it-the tissues feed on it. It contains α// the
alterative’nutritive’reCOnStmCtive and vitalizing prope血es
of cod正ver oil without {he grease) Or the taste) Or the odor that
have done so much to injure the reputation of cod liver oil.
HAOEE,S CORDIAしstimulates nutrition and assimilation.
Useful in ph皿isis? SCrofula∴and all chronic pectoral complaints)
coughs● colds) brain exhaustion, nervOuS debility’Palsy’Chronic cuta-
neous eruptions and impaired digestion. Diminishes the toxicity of leu-
comaines and favors their oxidation. Prescribe
CORD. OL. MORRHUAE COMP. (Hagee)
and your patients will take it.　　　　　Put up in 16 0Z. bottles only.
Tn6 60Ⅲ博6 T皿6剛凹
Boo伽y皿隅01同
軸圃㈱町血血糊Ⅲ蹴
Nurses graduated under AIonzo Boothby, M・D.・
重rom the Boothby Surgical Hospital Training
School for Nurses, are registered at the above
add重ess.
Ca=s p「omptly answered day or night・
冒01軸ono, 0聞曲面i鴫鯛7,
0千さ0皿6柵加n6億間軸・
0皿6翻「i6看肝i軸ion
O「 O輔「 Di§もり同州66
PHYSICIANS who were at first skeptical are now accept-
欝諾誌ぎ莞盤‡露盤
When taken into the system the disintegration of the pro-
duct is so complete, and the general distribution through the
霊霊葦器震蒜霊幾霧㌶炭窯? to d羅e
No Gl居alあe sのlts or ac読お&re鋸edあ#s ma彫り2zciure,
and it is also available hypodermically.
Write For Clinical Reports And Sample’BURNHAM SOLUBLE IODINE CO.
BOSTON,肌ASS.
録盈E MEDJOAL　$TUDENT.
BO洲0Ⅲ UⅢ量りE則洲甘
Offers増腎豊罵舘VantageS
College of Liberal Arts
Address’Pean W. M. Warren, 12 SomeI‘Set St-
SchooI of TheoIogy
Address, Assistant Dean C. W. Rishell, 72 Mt.
Vernon Sも.
School of Law
Address? Dean Melville M・ Bigelow? Isaac Rich Ha11,
Ashburton Place.
SchooI of Medicine
Address,●Dean J. P. Sutherland, 295 Commonwealth
Graduate Department
Philosophical and Literary∴COurSeS. For college
graduates only. AddressI Dean B. P. Bowne’12
Somerset Street.
W. E. HUNTINGTON, President.
T惟‖EWT州鮒NATO脚M
Is∴a new brick building, On high ground? beautifully
furnished, and especially constructed for nervous invalids.
For women only’and for those with neurasthenia, etC. No
mental cえses admitted to it∴
薬　弟　*　米　薄　氷　求　求　米　審　弟　討　持　薬　*∴求
Massage ; Vibration ; Val.ious forms_of electr子city ; Various
baths・ including Naし1heim baths : gOlf, bowling? Canoeing, etC.
暮　訴　求　薄　氷　訴　求　葉　将　米-　弟　推　蒋　薬　業∴推
丁肝‖醐丁州胴V皿
Has been in existence since 1892 for the cal-e of mild
CaSeS Of mental disorder・ No.・ insane,, persons a]-e admit-
ted. Three houses.
弟　弟　推　審　諒　栄　弟　求　米　常　葉　莱　菩　米　常　客
For circulars address,
Ⅳ・ EⅢⅢ0ⅣS PA工ⅣE虹皿.,
West駕Newton, Mass,
BOSTON uNIVERS看TY SCHOOしOF mEDICIN盲。
TH萱RTY-FIRST YEAR 19O4」9O5.
FOUR YEARS, COURSE」tems For Consideration。
This was the first school in the country to establish a four-yearS COurSe Of medical study pri6r to graduation.
This was done in 1878. It was the first school to make such a course compulsory. This was done in 1890.
It has restored the Baccalaureate degrees in Medicine and Surgery’granted at the end of the thir河ear iu
recognition of special scholarship. ‘
It o節ers equal advantages to men and women.
Candidates for admission are st噂ected to entranc。 。Ⅹaminati。nS.
謹書豊藍法器豊霊葦鵠i 。 grad。d 。。urS。 。f f。。r ,。arS.
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It has high standards, thorough work, a broad and comprehensive curriculum) homQsoPathic materia medica
and therapeutics.
Among its facilities are large and well-equipped laboratories.
Through a剣iated institutions, the Boston Homceopathic Dispensary・ naSSaChusetts Homceopathic
Hospital・ and Westborough Insane Hospitai, the schooI can oifer amually in excess of 20)000 patients for
Clinical study.
For circulars and informatioh apply to
丁りe爪ed王中る亡ude申
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Eみio rz宏k.
ON Wednesday, the fifth of October, the second
PreSident of- Boston University was inaugurated.
Forty universities and divinity schooIs were repre-
Sented at the installation of President William
Edwards Huntington, and graduates of the Uni-
VerSity retumed from all parts of America to be
PreSent at the impressive ceremonies. Our own
medical schooI was represented by twenty-three
Of its Faculty.
As the procession, COnSistin‘g of the speakers,
trustees, rePreSentatives of other universities, and
the FacultieS of the University, With the invited
guests, PaSSed up the aisles of Tremont Temple’
Mr. John Patton Marshall of the College of Lib-
eral Arts」 Played an organ prelude composed by
him for the occasion.
The Rev. Dr. Edward Everett Hale opened the
SerVice with responsive reading of the I9th Psalm
and prayer was offered by Rev. Dr・ Bradford Paul
Raymond, PreSident of Wesleyan University.
His Exce11ency the Governor, John Lewis Bates,
OPened the preliminary addresses. His audience
did not fail to appreciate his eloquence and his
reference to his own dQuble indebtedness to Bos-
ton University as his alma mater.
In the absence of Hon. Patrick Collins a letter
of hearty good will and cordial greeting was read
by the presiding officer・
President Eliot of Harvard brought the greet-
ings of sister educationa=nstitutions, and the sin-
Cerity and cordiality of his salutations to President
Huntington stood out clear and strong・
Bishop Daniel Ayres Goodsell delivered the
address in behalf of the clergy.
Prof. Borden Parker Browne was the speaker in
behalf of the University Faculty. Prof. Browne
is dean of the graduate department, and by his
Iong experience and contact with Faculty and
Students was a most happy choice. No one could
have been better fitted to express the loyalty and
affe ion of th Fa ulty for their new president.
Ex-PreSident William Fairfield Warren was
Called next to give th  charge, and as he rose the
Wh le aud ence inst nctively rose with him, im-
P eSSed by the significance of the scene. The
SWeetneSS and bea如y of his words but re鯖ected
the man himself as he stood there amonghis spirit-
ual sons and daugh e s・ His address was tender)
StrOng, and inspiring・
Theaudience joined in the hymn, 〃 O God our
Help in Ages, PaSt, , and then President Hunting-
ton delivered his inaugural address. This address
WaS universally honored with the highest- aPPreCi-
ation of all who listened as showing a masterly
grasp of educational conditions and is worthy to
be read bythose who did!nOt hear it. Theappre-
Ciation of his audience found`　eXPreSSion in
pplause’reP ated again and again・
Rev. Dr. Poindexter Smith Henderson, PaStOr
Of Tremont Temple Church, PrOnOunCed the bene一
dicti n on the v st audience, and the ceremonies
Of this event in university history were over.
Numerous re 弁tions occupied the afternoon
and many visitors and alumni visited the labora-
tolries and class-rOOmS Of the various departmcnts
Of the Univer ity.
Thron s of(alumni met at the afternoon recep-
tion given by the alu平ni association, and thcre
WaS eVidenton ev ry hand honest pride in the
University and joy in the auspICIOuS lna,uguration
Of President Huntington.
TO SENIORS.
OuR urgical advantages seem to be greater
this year than ever before, and it remains for us to
Show our appreciation of the fact by/COnStant
attendance at the many clinics o鯖ered us.
22 r瑠E M脇DlO4L /STUDEⅣ録
To be sure’COmParatively few df us may intend
JtO ’perform major operations in‘ our future practice,
but the necessitywill ever be laid uponus to mal{e
an accuTate diagnosis of diseases that should be
treated surgically as well as those that should be
-treated medically. Moreover, We muSt be well
acquainted with the causes and the course of sur-
gical disease, its after-treatmentS, and the results,
to say nothing of a clear understanding of opera-
tive measures.
We may have faith in our remedies and feel
that a knowledge of materia medicまis of para-
mount importance; but it is not all, and the test
もf our surgical`education will come when it is for’
usto decide whether a patient is to be/kept on
medical treatment or is to pass into the hands of
the surgeon.
This is merely a little food for thought when
SOme aPParently good reason arises for not climb-
ing four long flights of steps four times a week.
. THEcard of John K. Lawton onpage I Of this
issue should be noticed by physicians in need of
a man who will collect their slow accounts and
not do moreharmthan good to thebusiness. We
understand that Mr. Lawton is the only man言n
Boston who does collecting exclusively for physi-
Cians・ Apostal card will bringhim to youro筒ce.
J oN Saturday aftemoon Dr. Sutherland expressed
the desire to have a fresh placenta for demonstra-
tion the Monday following. When he arrived
Monday he found three fresh placentes awaiting
him and another on the way.　This shows not
Only how quick the students are to respond to a
desire of Dr. Sutherland but also some idea as to
the amount of work the Senior class is doing in
obstetrics.
ALONG with other. pieces of good fortune that
are falling to the lot o仁the Senior chss are the
Surgical oppor unities given them by Dr. Emer-
SOn t his hospita  in Forest Hills. Dr. E血erson
has transfomed his Saturday moming lecture
into a clinic at his hospital on Saturday afternoon,
and making four students his assistants at c争ch
Clinic, and the remainder of the class his audience,
gives a great deal of his instruction at short range.
As the aSsistants are invited to lunche。n at the
hospital the clinic can begin at a reasonably early
hour and without買th t tired feeling ".
Ge彼en多I Cb% rZb%t多b%∫.
THE X-RAY A SUCCESSFUL ADJUTANT
IN丁HE TREATMENT OF ENLARGED
CERVICAL LYMPHATIC GLANDS.
BEN丁. T. LORING, M.D.
IT is well known that enlargement of the
lymphatic glands is nearly always caused primar-
ily by infection with one of two gerins, Viz., those
Of tuberculo s and syphilis. Secondary infection
With some other orga ism may occur? but not in-
frequently the discharge fropl a neWly opened
fuppurating gland is ntirely steri】e.
An injury may ra.rely cause acute enlargement
Of a single gland, but it does not suppurate and
resolutioh is speedy and complete.
Rarely’als ’is a lymph gland the seat of a pri-
mary malignant g owth, While secondary exten-
sion 6f such growths along the lymph channel to
the nearest lymph node is the rule rather than the
exception. Though he great majority of cases
are in children, dults are often also a楢ected. The
SeXeS Seem tO be equa11y susceptible, and cases
are not uncommon in individuals who seem to be
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(溌Il nのurish穏d )and to∴all appearances in gcod
鵬alth. The tonsils a;re the avenues througlh which
同bercul紺誼fection chiefly oocurs, and the oe)rvical
Or Sub-maXiI“1ary glands are naturally the usual
Site of the trouble. Several ghnds in direct con-
‘tinuity are generally enlarged together, and occa-
Siona11y both sides are a償ected at the same time.
When∴Seen early the administrati.on of iodi瓜e,
Plain or in combination, Will frequently be suffi-
`Cient to prevent suppuration and cause ,disappear-
ance in a few weeks or months. When suppura-
ti-On is p町esent operation is necessary unless the
Case is o上syphilitic origin. An麺Sthesia is neces-
Sary for thofough curetment or for excision, and
Will be many times repaid bythe more rapid heal-
mg and the smaller scar. The after treatmenよof
年・SuPPurative case consists of daily dressings・ With
dra上nage of iodiform or plain gauze. When it is
POSSible to enucleate the glands without rupture
heali調g by first intention is the rule) With very
Slight disfigurlement・ Besides plain iodine, the
iodides of lime, arSenic, and mercury in the 2X Or
3X tab. trit. have been m'OSt serviceable to me.
Occasionally the protoiodid of mercu、ry has been
glVen ln IX tablets after meals, aS has iodid t)f
POtaSh in 5 to IO drop doses,in casesof suspected
SyPhilitic o-rigin. The gen(era上condition of the
Patient requlreS Careful attention, and errors of
diet and habit often need coTreCtion. With such
treatment most cases will ma事⊂e Satisfactory prog-
ress.　Not infrequently, howeve`r, CaseS, eVen
when seen early, ‘reSist all medical measures and
steadily become worse. OT a節er the most rndical
OPeration possible healing is delayed or recurrencノe
soon occurs. These are the cases which are spe-
Cinlly suitable for treatm「ent with the X-rayS, and
it is a series of such_電aSCS S「O treated with satisfac-
t閲y results that ane here reported. These are not
selected succ〈eSSful cases from among many fail-
ures, but are conse側tive. They are a11 private
‘C租S s. On , No. 8, WaS COmPelled to have an op-
temltion ‘eVen a杜er some trea,tment, but under the
`Circumstances could not be called a fa融ure, aS
the trolub e for which (She was sent was entirely reL-
1ieved. The other eight cases, ・SeVeral recu・rrelnt
after operations, and seve/ral where healing was、
‘delayed, Were u reli ved without the necessity for
further surgical intervelntion. In several which
had be n periodi′Cally recurrent for several years,
(a Peri一〇d longer than usual between attacks has
al'r'eady passed witho望t Sign of any return of the
troubl , this period b ing at least a year from the
timeof the last tr atment. While it istoo soonto
say that there will be no recurrence言t has t;een
demonstrat d that the results ar? already better
‘than where surgical means were used in the same
In no case did a gland of large size entirely dis-
appear, bu  decreased sIowly or rapidly till very
minut . The change in some WaS aPParent after
th  first or second r atment; in others no change
WaS nOtieed for several weeks. In only one ‘CaSe
Wa  it necessary to give exposure sufficient to
CauSe the hair over the growth to fa,1l, and in that
case the return was immediate and abundant. I
have no七included my cases of secondary invo嘉ve-
ment of the lymphatics from malignant ldise‘ase,
but have had several in which the local effect was
just as marked, the patient finally succumbin、g tO.
th gener l disease. Others have reported in-
StanC S Of Hodgkin’s dis(eaSe and splenic leukemia
Very SuCCeSSfully treated with the X-rayS, but as
yct none oをthese unusual conditions have come
un r my care. In one case the number of treat葛
ments was l(arge, but in the average case they have
numbered from nine to twenty, distributed oveif∴a
Period of sever l months・ Hygienic, dietetic, and
m dicinal mea ures have‘ also been carefully pre-
SC壷《bed, a d to them the good results are undoubt-
edly harg ly due, but the application of the X-rayS
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SeemS tO have provided the stimulus necessary to
make these measures successful where formerly
they failed. In no case was it necessary to pro-
long exposure to the point Qf producing dermatitis
Or eVen hyperemia.
Case I. MissT., a‘ge 2I,health good. When
I4yearS Old had an abscess in the left cervical
reg10n・ Since then has had similar trouble every
year but one; OnCe being located on the right
side, all other times on the left. Three years agp
had thorough dissection o重the left side of the
neck, many enlarged glands being removed. This
was the timewhen the next abscess came on the
right side. Now has several large glands be’neath
and in front of the left ear about the size of small
marbles. They are growing sIowly in spite of
treatment, are Painful, and occasionally throb;
was given six treatments with marked improve-
ment.　After a five-Weeks’ interval was given
eleven more exposures in nine weeks, at Which
time the largest gland had decreased till no larger
than a small pea. Thirteen months afterward had
had no further trouble.
Case 2. Mrs. O., age 27. History, negative,
health’gOOd. In the last・ tWO yearS has had a
series of four abscesses in the left side o重the neck.
These have been opened and have healed, leaving
depressed scars・ Now has an enlarged gland in
front of and just beneath the lobe of the left ear.
They are hard, but are sensitive and pain番ul, and
have increased in size in the past week, nOW being
about thesize of asma11 marble. Rx. merc. biniod.
2Ⅹ after meals・ Was given two treatments weekly
for six weeks, and eight more in the next three
months. The decrease in size and in pain was
immediate, and when last seen they were barely
perceptible. Over fourteen months afterward had
no return ,O書the trouble.
Case　3. A. W., inale, age, I4; health, fair.
Has ma!ny enlarged glands in the right side of the
neck under the j.aw, under and behind the∴ear, and
as far back as the centre line in the occipital
reglOn. AIso ha.s an enlargement with feddening
of the skin just in front of theear. This hasbeen
so ever since infancy, When he had an abscess
lanced there which did not heal for two years.
This is at times lar宮er than usual, but never breaks
and never g es away. Lately is larger than ever
before and pains considerably at times・ There is
no fluctuation and no line of distinct ending, aS
is usual with a tubercular gland. The exact nature
Of this enlargement has remained a matter of
doubt, but it seemed probable that it was glandu-
ar in character. H s taken many di楢erent kinds
of medicine without e楢ect.　Rx. ars., iod., 2Ⅹ
every three hodrs. Was given treatments twice
weekly for three months’thcn after an interval o書
six weeks was treated every two weeks for three
months more. In all thirty-three treatments were
given. At the first improvement’-was marked)
whil  later on、it was sIower but quite noticeable.
When la t se n only the two largest dands could
be felt, and they were very sma11. The growth in
front of the ar also sIowly decreased unti=t was
i血perceptible.
Cas 4. Mrs. S., age, 33; health, fair. Has a
slight hacking cough without expectoration. Nor-
m l pulse and temperature. For two yearsJ Or
since the birth o  a child, has had a gradually in-
creasing enl rgement in the sllPra-Clavicular reglOn
On the right side. This consists.of a mass of
glands, the largest the size of a horse chestnut,
which were sen itive, attraCted attention and com置
ent, a d made the dressinlg Of the neck difficult.
At m nstrual per ods there was marked increase
in the size and tenderness. There was constant
ache in the right shoulder and arm. This at times
became almost unbearable) eSPeCially at night・
Operation Was advised and refused. After two
treatments he cough and `Pain were absent and the
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glands wer宇markedly decreased in size. After
ten treatments the largest gland had decreased
fully seven-eighths・ After fifteen treatments only
the largest gland could be felt at all. Has no sen-
Sitiveness or pain, and no change in the glands
takes place at menstrual periods. Has gained
OVer ten POunds in,Weight, and the general health
is now better than for several years. Treatments
Were given weekly except for two interruptions
Oftwo and threeweeks respectively. No medicine
WaS taken during the whole time.
Case5. Mrs.N.,age, 52. In October, I9OI,
a nodule appeared behind the left ear. It en-
1arged, greW red and soft, and was lanced in
March, I902.丁his has not healed, and several
Other glands have also enlarged until the neck is
about twice the normal size. There is much pain,
↓and a foul discharge from an ulcerating surface
the size of a silver do11ar. Has Iost forty pounds
子n weight. Has heavy sweat every nightふd feels
Very Weak. Temperature in the aftemoon IOO tO
IO2, Pulse 96 to IO8. Was treated twice week]y
for over six months.　After the first few treat-
ments the night sweats disappeared and she felt
much stronger. Regained weight at the rate o書
about two pounds weekly. Size of neck decreased
rapidly till normal, and healing gradually took
place. Ot脆r glands enlarged from time to time
in the sub|aXillary region, On the right side of the
neck, in the occipital region, and later on in the
left breast and axilla. TheSt, When exposed to
ノthe X-rayS言nvariably decreased at‾ once. The
temperature and pulse declined steadily’and when
twenty-three treatments had been given was nor-
mal.　General health became much better and she
was able to do her housework. In the fall of I9O2
WaS Shown at a meeting of the Boston Homceo-
Pathi6 Medical Society, and since then has re-
mained in fair health with the exception of an
attack of pleurisy this summer, from which she
m d  a good recovery. The condition of this
Patient w en first en was such that operation
WaS r fused by he surgeon on duty at the hospi-
ta ,.and a probable diagnosis of sarcoma made.
That this was not correct was shown by a(blood
COunt and by the subsequent recovery. Besides
the application of the X-rayS the bowels were 、nOt
allowed to become co stipated. She spent a large
Part Of the ime in the fresh air and sunshine, and
was glVen arS. iod. 3x Very three houis.
Cas  6, Miss F.,age, I8; health, fair. When
ten years・Old had an abscess in the right side of
the neck. Had others in the same loFality when
eleve  and fourte n years old, the latter being
OP ned and cur tted. When sixteen years old
SeVeral glands in the same locality enlarged at the
Same time. The right cervical region was frcely
l id op n by two Iong incisions vertically, and
many glands of various sizes removed. Healing
WaS by first intention. Two years later the same
location is greatly swo11en and indurated from the
mastoid process to the clavicle. At the lower end
of one scar there is a読nus which discharges pro-
fusely. The head is held sidewayg, just as in a
CaSe Of wry neck. Treatments were glVen Weekly
for six we ks, then three more treatments given at
Slightly longer intervals, The e債ect was immedi-
ate and gratifying. By the sixth exposure a11 of
the stiffness and swelling had gone and the ‘old
SCar tissu  had become more pliable and of a
heal hier coIor.　At the ninth treatment the con-
dition was so muc  improved. that the patient
COnSidered no more exposures necessary. The
discharge had cea ed and the ‘sinus healed. Has
not been heard from ince, SO that it is impossible
to say w ther r not the improvement is main-
tained.
Case 7. Miss L., ag ,/33; history, negative;
health, gOOd. Three weeks ago a swelling ap二
Pear d under the entr  of the right sterno-maS一
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toid muscle. Å week afterward it was opened at
the hospital. Forノtwo weeks a ¥PrOfuse purule耽
discharge persisted, With no tendency to become
less・ Was given `One eXPOSure O=ive minutes
duration the next day, after which the discharge
was much less and of a watery character. This
PerSisted t音ill a week later, When a second exposure
WaS glVen’after which the opening healed in a few
days・ No_mOre treatmentS Were deemed neces-
sary. Fo(urteen mOnths afte.rward there had been
no further trouble.
Case　8. Baby, female, bottle fed; age, 8
months. In February had a small polypus re-
moved from the right ear. Recurrence began
immediat?ly and in three months the ear was
completely obstructed・ AIso had four enlarged
glands the size of marbles in front of’beneath’
and behind the same ear. Was given cal. iod・ 3X
four times a d尋γ, and Xィay expos11reS five minutes
weekly for twelve weeks. The obstruction to the
auditory cana=essened steadily and disappeared・
The glands also became so平e little smaller. At
thiStime cut several teeth and had an attack of
diarrhcea. Shortly after, One Of the glands in-
creased greatly in size and threatened suppura-
tion. Operation was then advised and was done
-at the hospital. This case could not be treated
satisfactorily, aS the baby cried and screamed vio-
1ently all the time of the treatment, SO that it was
肌ot safe to bring the tube near enough to do much
g○○d・
Case 9. Miss Y., age, 25; health, fair. In
June, I9OO, had an abscess in the left supra-Clav-
icular region opened at one‘of the large hospitals・
Healing did not follow and another operation was
done, in spite o番which a sinus persisted. Since
then has had four other abscesses in cIose prox-
imity, all of which were opened under ether’and
from all of which sinuses persisted・ A姉er months
of dressings by her physician was referred to me
)inJune, I903. Besides these sinuses there was a
gland in the l ft 10CC・ipital region the s)ize o竃a mar-
ble. Ha .taken m鵬h medici鵬言ncinding iodide
of potash, Without apparent effect. This remedy
was continued in ten-drop doses ’after meals and
X-ra eXPOSur S made once.or twice weekly・
A細er five treatm′entS the sinu¥SeS We『e all ctosed,
and remain so, Treatments were continued, and
the other gland decreased till it was no larger
han  pea. The health has become excellent and
the weight increased considerably. Is now per-
fec ly well and has taken no medicine for mon土hs.
There was n  do bt in my mind that this case
was of specific origin’in spite of the denials o士the
pa.tient・ This she volunltarily admitted later ¥On.
How much the X-ray WOuld have done without
the iodide of potash is uncertain. The combina-
tion o書the two certainly produced better results
than could be obtain d from eしither alone.
The tし1be was energized ti11 the anode was red
hot’by a twentyLinch. coil with electrolitic inter-
rupter working from the IIO vOlt direct current"
The times of exposure varied from five to eight
minutes, and the distance from the`anode to the
patient six to twelve inches. Only the areas al-
fected were exposed’and an aluminum shield was
interposed between the tube and the patient.
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Everything for the Physician, Surgeon・
and Medical Student.
ARNICA AND KINDRED REMEDIES.
BE町C. WOODBURY言O6.
MATERIA medica can be∴Studied in several
ways, but perhaps mlOSt interestingly by compar-
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ative study of lgrOuPS Of remedies or according to
Characteristic symptoms.
Among the many interesting groups is that
Class typified by amica, Wllich either produce the
Characteristic sore, bruised sensation, Or have sim-
ilar clinical application.　Remedies similar to
arnica in traumatic affection’ in which sphere
arnica is especially indicated’are’Calend・, hyper.,
1edum., hamam・, SymPh.’StaPh., Cal. phos・, ruta・
Similar to amica in producing the soreness, aS if
bruised’are’bapt・, China’gels., euP.,¥phyto・, rhus・
In the consideration of this group of remedies we
Shall consider the Particular bruised pain sensa-
tions’SOme Of the characteristic symptoms of the
remedies, and their clinical application.
Starting臆With arnica we find this remedy most
Often indicated in affections resulting either
directly or remotely from traumatism of manifold
CauSeS, and especially manifested by ecchymosis,
SWelling, Paln, and its various other a.ttending
SymPtOmS・
Now to be accurate, Weakness, Weariness, Sen-
Sation as if having been bruised; felt as if bruised
OVer the whole body; eVerything on which he lies
SeemS tOO hard; SOre’bruised sensation all over,
CauSing constant change of position. This seems
to be the most characteristic condition of the true
amica patient wherever found. Other symptoms
Calling for arnica are, StOOl and urine passed un-
COnSCiously’Characteristic suggillations appearing
beneath the skin.
Mental Symptoms: Fear of being struck by
those coming near; Putrid odor from mouth;
oifen訪e eructations (H2S gas). Bruised, SOre
feeling in tlterine reglOn; CannOt Walk erect.
Soreness of parts after labor; Pr’events hemorr-
hages of pya=mia; COugh; Child cries during par-
OXySmS aS if sore`　Falls asleep while answermg
(CamP., rhus・, bapt., gels.). Head hot, reSt Of
body cold (camp., be11.)・ Many boils, Painful,
One after another’eXtremely sore.
Hav ng given a few of the classic symptoms of
arnica let us consider more carefuHy some of its
Cli ical ap lication?. In bad e鯖ects of injuries,
even received years ago; traumatic affections of
muscles, COmPOund or open fractures.and their
PrOfuse suppurations, COnCuSSions and contusions
Without laceration of soft parts, PreVentS SuPPura-
tion and septic conditions and promotes absorp-
tion. Meningitis after mechanical or traumatic
jury (hyper.) ; from alls, COnCuSSion of brain;
When exudation of blood is suspected ; tO PrOmOte
abso pti n. Conjunctival hemorrhage, retinal
hemor hag s with extension fr6m lnJurleS, SOre-
ne s of parts after labor, also retention or incon_
tinence of urine, eSPeCially in aged people・ These
Seem O be some of the most characteristic indica_
ns and their sphきres of clinical a。ti。n.
We next study calendula’Which very much re-
Sembl s arni a; Oftener indicated in extension
WOund in which here is much laceration of soft
PartS. We　丘nd calend. indicated in traumatic
a債ections; tO SeCure union by first intention and
PreVent SuPPuration in cases of loss of soft Parts.
External wounds- With or without loss of tissue;
tom and jagged looking wound. Surgical cases.
Traumalic and idiopathic peuroma ; neu「itis from
lacerated wounds (hyper") ; eXhausted from loss
Of blood and pain. Rupture of muscles and ten-
dons; laceration  duri g la】bor; WOunds penetrat-
in  join  with loss of synovial fluid. Constitu_
tional tendency to erysipelas; Old) neglected
ulcers’Offensive, threatening gangrene ; also if in-
flamed’irritable’SI ghing; Varicose, Painful, aS if
beaten; eXCeSSive secretion of pus. Calendula is
Said to be almost spec誼c for clean cut wounds
(Surgical wounds, tO aid asepsis in obtaining union
by first intention) or lacerated wounds to prevent
excessive suppuration・ In relationship, Similar to
arn・ in bruised conditions, eVen Without lacera_
tion; tO hyp. in j ries to nerves.
Hypericum: Mechanical injuries of spinal
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cord; bad e鯖ects of spinal concussions; Pain after
a fall on coccyx.
Punctured言ncised, Or lacerated wounds, SOre,
painful, eSPeCia11y of long duration・ Injuries from
trcading on nails, needles, Pins, SPlinters (led),
from rat bites; PreVentS tetanuS・ Preserves in-
tegrity of torn and lacerated members when almost
torn or separated from the body (calend.)・
Injury to parts rich in sentient nerves, fingers,
toes, matrices of nails, Palms or soles, Where the
intolerable pain shows nerves are severely in-
voIved; Of tissues of anima1 1ife’aS hands and
feet. Nervous depression followihg wounds or
surgical operations; remOVeS bad effect of shock’
of fright’Of mesmerisml Modifies and sometimes
arrests, SIoughing (calend・), CruShed, maShed丘n-
ger tips. Tetanus after traumatic injury. Head-
ache after a. fall upon occiput, With sensation of
being lifted high in the air; great anXiety lest she
fa11. Spine: after a fall slightest motion o王arms
or neck extorts cries; SP賞ne Very SenSitive to
touch.　Bunions: eXCruCiating pain, Showing
nerve invoIvement.
Hypericum is sometimes called the arnica of
the nerves.
Ledum: Having eonsidered hypericdm we
come to ledum, Which is particularly indicated in
punctured wounds from sharp’POinted instruments,
as awIs, nails (hyper.), rat bites, Stings of insects,
especially mosquitoes. Long remaining discol-
orations after injuries; black and blue places be-
come green. Hemorrhage into anterior chamber
of eye and lids (black eye), arn., eSPeCially if
much extravasation of blood. Ecchymosis of lids
and conjunctiva.
Chara.cteristic Symptoms:　Rheumatism or
gout begins in lower limbs and ascends, gOuty
nosodities, aCute and chronic arthritis, affects left
shoulder and right hip joint・ Pains are sticking,
tearing’ throbbing’rheumatic < by motion; at
night, Warmth of bed and covering (merc.);
> only when holding feet in cold water.
L ck of a imal heat in old people; Part COld to
touch but not cold subjectively; SWelling of feet
up to knees. Ball of great toe swollen) Painful in
heels as if bruised. Intense itching of feet and
ankles <.scratching and warmth of bed (puls・,
rhus・)・
Hamamelis: Sore pain in right femur,muSCles
Of thighs sore as if bruised (Hering). Bruised
sor ness oi a任ected parts. A remedy adapted to
veno 1S hemorrhages from all outlets of the body
where there is a condition of venous congestion;
PaSSiv  h morrhage of the・ Skin, muCOuS mem-
branes, Phlebitis’Varicose veins’ulcers) With sting-
1ng, Pricking pain;, also hemorrhoids occurmg lP
P tients who take cold easily from every expos-
ure, eSPeCially in warm’mOist air. Is the aconite
of the venous system. Rheumatism, muSCular and
articular.　Useful in traumatic conjunctivitis.
Chronic eff cts of mechanical injuries (con.), Sug-
gillations or extravasations into chamber of eye;
from severe coughing, intense soreness (arn.,Calen.,
led.).
Nose bleed, flow passive, 1ong lasting, nOn-
COagulable bloo  (CrOtalus) profuse, > headache
med.); also of great use in hemorrhages in
typhoid, from lungs’Vicarious menstruation, dark)
PrOfuse menstrual flow after injuries to ovaries・
Uterine hemorrhages and profuse, eXhausting flow
from hemorrhoids al o call attentibn to this drug.
S aphisagria : Mechanica=njuries from sharp,
Cutting instrument; Part Surgical operations;
Stinging, Smarting pains like the cutting bf a knife.
Other genera上conditions for which this drug is
Characteristically prescribed are the mental and
Physical eff cts of sexual excesses・ Patient is in-
dignant over trifles’ aPathetic, indi鯖erent’ low
spirited, Weak memory, eSPeCially from sexual
buse (anac., aur., nat., Phos. ac.), affections of
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eyelids, eSPeCial]y upper (StyeS) ; Children desire
things, then throw them away (ant. c., Cham.,
apis.).
Symphytum : Mechanical injuries; bad effects
from blows, bruises, thrusts on eye, eSPeCia11y
froin blunt instrument. Non-union of bones in
fractures, eSPeCially when trouble is of nervous
Origin. Injury to bones; for example, Where a
blow on eye lnJureS the orbital plates of・ frolltal
bone. Irritable stump after amputation. Pecu-
1iar paln ln Periosteum atter wounds have healed.
Irritability of bones at point of fractures. Gun-
Shot wounds, Periostitis, OSteOmyelitis, felon. Sen-
Sitiveness of injured part to touch of cIothing long
after healing・ (Similar to am. in blows, flor. ac.
hep., Cal., Phos・, and sil. in injuries to bQneS.)
Cal. Phos∴　Another remedy similar in some
respects to symph in non-union of fractures. But
With this remedy there seems to be a distinct
CauSe, and that a general malnutrition and conse-
quent lack of development. In its provmg We
find bruised pains in shoulder and down arms.
Bones a楢ected along sutures or at symphyses, nOn-
union of bones, CurVature Of spine to left, lumbar
vertebr〔e bent forward, raChitis, fontanelles wide
OPen, diarrhcea, emaCiation, tendency of bones to
CurVe, Caries. Most often indicated in an穏mic
PerSOnS, dark complexion’dark hair and eyes;
thin’SPare’SCrOfulus children with′ diarrhcea’SIow
in leaming to walk, Sunken, flabby abdomen;
cranial bones thin ; fontanelles and sutures remain
OPen tOO Iong; delayed teething; Subject to curv-
atures. Curvature of bones in girls at puberty
Who are tall, grOW raPidly, and su任er with ana=mic
headaches.
Aggravations are’eXPOSure tO COld, Changeable
Weather, eaSt yinds, melting snow, mental exer-
tion, amelioration in summer, Warm, dry atmos-
Phere・
Rhuta: Bruises and other mechanica=njuries
Of bones and pcriosteum, SPrains, Periostitis, ery-
ip las’ fractures, and ,eSPeCially disIocations
(symph). Bruised, lame sensation all over, aS
after a fall or blow,< limbs and joints (am.)., a11
PartS uPOn Which heし1ies are painful) aS if bruised
(bapt・);restless, h nges position frequently when
lying. Pain, eSPeCially in wrists, < in cold, Wet
Weather, and > motion. Aching and burning in
and ov r eyes’Wit  b]ur, aS from overwork or eye
S rain. Burns likecoals of fire. Constipation with
PrOlapsus of rectum when attempting passage’also
PreSSure in bladder, aS if continua11y full, nOt re-
tained by mi ition.
Having considered these remedies more like
arnica in traumatic a節ections, We have left those
more especially p odu ing the sore, bruised sensa-
tion. Firs  baptisia.
In whatever position the patient lies the parts
rested upon feel ore and bruised. Indicated most
Often in typhoi ・ The patient’s mind wanders, he
is disturbed, reStles , he cannot sleep and thinks
he is double o  scattered about in bed and rIquSt
move to get his) Pieces together again; there is
great prostration; the back and limbs ache, and
the atient f els bruised and tired all over; he is
Weak and faint. The face has a besotted look, aS
ifdru k ; the ey are stupid and heavy; high
temperature and pulse, tendons in the ilio-CceCal
reglOn ; yellowish’O鱈ensive stooIs; Patient_ may
be in a stupor nd fall asleep while answermg queS-
tions; brown, ark streak through centre of
tongue; all exhalations are offensive; SOrdes on
eeth; fetid breath, and o任ensive urine and sweat.
Ch a: He issoreall over in the joints, the
lo g bones, andthe periosteum, aS if they had
been sprained’1ike a tearing, drawing especjally
in the spine’the sacrum’the knees, and_ thighs.
The wh le h ad fe ls bruised < on movlng, eVen
OP ning eyes; SC lp ensitive < at night. Limbs
Paln, eSPeCiallly joints, aS if bruised < at rest >
motion.
Extreme sensi ven ss of nerves, eSPeCially of
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skin, tO Slightest touch’ While　丘rm pressure re-
1ieves. Slight draught of air on parts may cause
suffering・ The aggravations of china are every
other day’and its most prominent symptoms are
debility, throbbing headaches, Painless stooIs, dis-
tension after eating even small amount (lyco.,
carbo. v., kali. c.).
Debility and other complaints from loss of vital
fluids.
Eupator Per: Intense aching in limbs as if
boneswere broken; back and limbs ache as if
broken. Aching pamS and soreness as from hav-
ing been beaten in calves o=egs, Small of back’
in arms above and below elbows.
Bruised feeling空if broken, OVer Whole body.
This remedy has the sore’bruised sensation’
but is more often indicated in intermittents and
influenza, Where arnica would seldom haLVe a Place
unless the trouble could be traced to some trau-
matism.
The ch諒acteristic symptorps when indicated’
besides those glVen above’are the chill at 7-9 A.
M.言ntense aching in bones before chill, VOmiting
of bile between chill and heat, and rawness and
soreness in chest.
Gelsemium : Prostration, 1anguor, muSCles feel
bruised and will not obey the will’ heaviness and
weight in muscles with loss of voluntary motion;
dul十bruised sensation is felt in head, eyeS, and all
parts of body; feels as if bruised or i=rom hav-
ing done some bodily exertion. In conditions
calling for gelsemium there seems to be complete
relaxation, and particularly of nervous system,
1ack of muscular control due to nervous exhaus-
tion. Trembling of legs, hands) tOngue, all parts;
eyelids droop; desire for quiet. Excessive weak-
ness, Chills, With chattering of teeth; Pulse slow
when quiet’aCCelerated on motion ; dilated pupils,
dark red face, and there may be -the drowsiness
(StuPOrnOt SO marked asbapt.) to the extent
that patient will fall asleep while answermg queS-
tions, but he sweat and stooIs of gels・ are nOt
so of ensive as of bapt. or arn.
Phytolacca : A remedy producing very marked-
1y the bruised sensations’but of use most often in
throat affections.
Intense headache and backache, lame, SOre,
bruised feeling all over; COnStant desire to move
butmotion = pain. A remedy indicated in pa-
tie ts of a rheumatic tendency may be said to
occupy a pl e between bryo. and rhus・ Pains
fly about like electric shocks < motion and at
ni“ght"　Vertig  when rising from prone position
(acon・, bryo.)・
Sore throat: Of a dark red coIor, uVula large,
dropsical (apis) almost translucent.
Diphtheria: Pains shoot from throat into ears
on swallowing; great Pain at root of tongue when
swallowing; aSh coIored membrane; CannOt drink
fluids (lach.), enlargement of parotid, Submaxiト
Iary glands; intense backache. In throat affec-
tions the right side is usually the more a楢ected.
Aggravations: When t rains, eXPOSure tO damp・
cold we ther. Face hottest if bodycold (here
resembling arn.).
Rhus Tox : Feeling of swelling with bruised pain
in throat; erySipelas, inflammation, ParOtids
霊鳥曇霊霊藍霊等霊器
inbed limt)S uPOn Which he has not lain feel
b u sed O e -of the principal di楢erences between
the soreness of arn. and rhus. is that the former
is always traceable to some lnJury’While that of
the latter is due to some strain, aS OVer-eXertion
of¥muscles or bad e楢ects from getting wet due to
exposure or while persplrlng. With arnica there
s chang  of position to find relief from the sense
f hardness of the bed, While with rhus. the move-
ent is due to the r tlessness of patient, Which
enables him to obtain decided relief, eSPeCially
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after continued motion, though it may be painful
atthe begiming. Sorchess of all the muscles
> after ordinary exercise; feels st描on丘rst be-
ginning to move. There is with rhus・ the stupor,
with cIoudy sensorium・ Patient falls asleep on
answermg queStions, but usually before doing so
will frame the answer. There is swelling of ab-
domen with diarrhcea, and the tongue with a tri葛
angular red tip.
The general aggravations of the remedy : before
a storm, COld, Wet, rainy weather, at night,′ eS-
pecially after midnight, from getting wet while
PerSPlrlng’When at rest’ amelioration) Warm) dry
Weather’WraPPlng uP’Warm Or hot things) mOtion)
Ch’ange of position, mOVing affected part・
This completes this rather brief and perhaps
incongruous comparison of this important class of
remedies, and while this does not begin to com-
Plete the list of remedies producing similar symp-
toms, yet We have endeavored to consider the
more important and those in most common use.
§AMPSON“SOOH OO.　　　731 Boylston St,
| Surgica=nstruments and Medical Books.
RHEUMATISM.
W. BRYANT GUY, M.D.
To the student who expects to soon test his ac-
quired knowledge in the field of therapeutics there
is nothing more important than that he should
have the ability to cure rheumatism in its varied
forms.
Among the many failures that the ordinary
homceopath is obliged to face is the frequent real-
ization that his highly-Prized drugs are not capa-
ble of curing the freq ent cases of above disease,
which wi l assuredly be met in the New England
and Westem states. During the writer’s recent
visit to Maine he found it a common belief that
rh umatism is incurable, this showing more than
many words coul  tell the many failures of bhysi-
Cians of any school to control this form of disease.
Before iving the methods I use it would be better
to say a few word§ about itS etioIogy, etC.’and
then xplain what treatment should be applied to
suc  conditions.　The normal functions of the
body require that the waste products should be so
forrped that the kidneys may pick them out of the
circulation and el minate them in the urine.
When by some condition of the liver or other
OrganS these waste products are but partially or
improperly formed the kidneys are unable to elim-
inate them, a d they of necessity become depos-
ited inthetissuesof the b6dy or remain in the
Ci culation and thus cause the various painful and
febrile phenomena known as rheumatism.
The first indication to be met, therefore言s that
the remedy should be capable of uniting with the
hypothetical substance, and by so combining
render it capable of being eliminated by the renal
function.
Secondly言t must be an absorbent.　‘
Thirdly, it must auay the febrile reaction, also
act as an altemative on the organs invoIved, eXCit-
ing them to a nomal action, and at the same time
must not cause disturbance of the other functions
Of the body.
The remedy is obvious to all homceopaths: it
is iodin , but t must be free, SOl11ble, and non-
irritating,.
For he relief of restlessness’insomnia, Or CQn-
stipation rhus tox. o了bryonia may be alternated.
Diet should consist of plenty of water, eXClud-
1ng meat from the diet list. The dose the writer
uses is one tb five minims of soluble iodine (Bum-
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ham’s). Bryonia or rhus tox. should be given in
2Ⅹ Or3Ⅹ.
If disease is acute give small doses frequently
repeated; if chronic, three times daily is su鯖cient.
SOME POINTS OF INTEREST ABOUT
KOUMISS.
G. J・ JACKOWITZ言O7.
KouMISS, One Of the earliest forms of modified
milk’is art誼cially prepared by alcoholic and lac-
tic acid fermentation. It was originally prepared
Centuries ago by the natives of southeastern Russia
from mare’s milk: Since then its use so wid、ely
SPread that now it is being consumed everywhere.
Koumiss has a very pleasant’refreshing, SWeetish,
SOurish taste. It is pleasanter to take than milk’
and after taking it th缶feeling of heaviness and
PreSSure is not felt in the stomach, aS in the case
Of milk. Not only is it a thirst quencher but also
an appetizer.
One of the many good formulae for making this
refreshing beverage for home use is as fo11ows:
I-4 Cake of yeast, I tablespoo可ul of sugar, I quart
Ofmilk. Mix thoroughly and place in a warm
Place for fermentation. Shake we11 at least every
four hours.and at the end¥ Of twenty-fou子or thirty-
Six hours put in a cooI place.
In the making of koumiss there are two factors
Which participate in the principal part of the work,
namely’SaCCharomyt:eS CereVisiae, a yeaSt fungus,
and bacillus acidi lactici, lactic acid forming bacil-
lus・ The former act upon a part ofthe sugars by
fermentation’manufacturing alcohol and liberating
CO2 gaS, While the latter act upon the remainder
Of the §ugarS in making lactic acid・ Moreover,
there are other changes which take place in the
milk. The casein, Which under ordinary circum-
StanCeS is ohe of the constituents of milk most
di範cultly digested in the human stomach, because
Of its forming large, hard) tOugh curds, is changed
by fermentation into peptones’and having lost its
Calcium form , aS i  the human milk, Small’SOft
Curds. Consequently it becomes more digestible・
By chemical analysis it has been found in the
PreParation of koumiss that- I. The fats, Salts,
and water remain unchanged; 2. The quantity of
lactose is gradua11y decreased; 3. Lactic acid is
increased ; 4. AIcohol is formed (quantity depend-
ent up n time allowed for fermentation) ; 5. CO2
is generated ; and lastly the previously-mentioned
Changes in’casein. Since the above show the
modi丘cations which take place in the preparation
Of koumi s the therapeutic value of this beverage
may be easily stimat d.
Inth  f rst place, the main bulk of koumiss is
COmPOSed of water. The introduction of a large
quantity of water into the system in a form toler-
able must influenc the vital processes・ Diluting
the food it promotes abs。’rption, nutrition, and
alimentation. Secbndly’ CO2　aCtS SOOthingly
upon the sensitive ′nervous apparatus of the _ali-
mentary canal. By causing temporary hyperemia
Of the mucous membranes it increases the capacity
Of absorption, raises the muscular tone of the
StOmaCh and inte ines’and lastly’by entering the
blood it l wers e emperature. Again, the effect
Of alcohol must not be forgotten. Here it is the
excitation of the nerves with which it comes in
COnt Ct; hence koumiss produces a greater secre-
tion of saliva, gaStric and intestinal juices. An-
Other po nt is that lactose, by exciting the mucous
memb anes of the digestive apparatus, raises its
activity and nc eases peristalsis more than any
Other form of sugars. However, this is not alr.
Lactic acid is a no mal constituent of the gastric
J∬lCe and plays an important part in the elabora-
tion of the 。albuminoids (albtlmin, CaSdin, etC.).
Stil=urther, it is seen that/the albuminoids have
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already been made into a more absorbable form
through the process o=ermentation, SO that they
may be taken up by the blood without any extra
laboron the partof the stomach. As hasbeen
Stated before the fats remain unchanged in tha
PrOCeSS. Their nutritive feature rests mainly upon
the amount of heat produced by their oxidation.
Thus, Wherever any of the above qualities are
required koumiss will be found invaluable.
§AMP§ON-SOOH OO.　　731 Boy!ston S書,
mcroscopes and LaboratoI.y Supp萱ies.
OHIO EXAMINATION QUESTIONS,
June I3, I4,and I5, I9O4.
( Co符Cluded.)
MATERIA MEDICA (ECLECT工C).
I. Give thecommon and o範cialname ofmacro_
tys; the preparations, doses. and indica-
tions for use.
2. Give the same of phytolacca.
3. Ofrhus tox.
4. Of podophyllum.
5. Of pulsatilla.
6.　Of be11adonna.
7. Of chionanthus.
8.　Of cantharides.
9. Of asclepias.
重O. Of apocynum.
PHYSICAL DIAGNOSIS.
I. By what signs can aortic obstruction be dis-
tinguished from a.ortic incompetency?
2. Make the di債erential diagnosis between bron-
Chiect義is and pulmonary tuberculosis with
CaVity.
3. Whatsigns and symptoms point to a lesion
Of the anteriorつportion of posterior limb of
the internal capsule?
4・ Make a diagnosis betwee11 hydropericardium
and pericardial effusion.
5. Describe Traube’s semilunar space, and
name the conditions that obliterate it.
6. B what signs can free air in●the abdo狐inal
CaVity be recognized?
7. Bound the epigastrium’and name the orgins
found in it.
8. What characterizes respiration in spasmodic
asthma?
9. What conditions glVe rise to bronchial
breathing, and in what diseases is it fieard?
IO. Name the lesion which catrses a murmur in
the mitral area during dinstole bf heart.
PHYSIOLOGY.
I. Indicate the essential d紐erence in fetal and
adult circulation.
2・ ( ) What is the origin of lymph capillaries?
(b) What.produces the flow of lyinph cur-
rents? (c) Define lacteals, Chyle, thoracic
duct? (d) What areas does the thoracic
duct drain?　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　¥
3. Define reflex action.
4. (a) Give functions of ciliary muscles.
(b) Give function of canal of Petite.
. (c) Give function of cholrOid coat.
5. (a) Define cystole diastole・ (b) Give ac-
tion of vagi on heart. (c) Name circum-
StanCeS Which influence白bfood flow.,,
6. What are the various functions of the。bile?
7. Locate and glVe function of Auerbach’s
Plexus. Locate and give function of
Meissner’s plexus.
8. Indicate difference in function of the various
glands of mucous membrane of stomach.
9. Whatare the organized ferments of tもe in-
臆　teStinal tract?
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IO. Define peristaltic action.　Describe the
mechanism of same.
PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.
I. Name some of the causes, the symptoma-
toIogy’ and the pathoIogic changes of
arteriosclerosis.
2, What diseases cause the loss of co_Ordinat_
、 ingpower?
3. When in typhoid fever is Widal’s test avail-
able?　What are some of its limitations?
4. De丘ne eczema, and name some of its varie-
ties.
5. What is acute lukemia?　Describe the
‘ changes inithe bloodby which a diagnosis
is made.
6. What is hemophilia? Give its clinical his-
tory.
7. Group the signs and symptoms which por-
tend approaching convulsions in uremia.
8. What does the presence of indican in the
urine signify?
9. How treat opium poisoningowhen the drug is
taken by mouth?
・IO. What suggests the imminence of coma in
diabetes?
OBSTETRICS.
I. Describe briefly the physioIogy of ovulation
and menstruation.
2. What conditions of the uterus interfere with
Or may PreVent impregnation?
3. Why is abortion or-Premature delivery more
dangerous than delivery at full term?
4・ Why are occipito-POSterior positions less
¥ favora.ble than anterior positions?
5. What conditions tend to produce laceration
of the cervix uteri?
6. In case of firmly contracted uterus and per-
Sistent hemorrhage’What would you sus-
PeCt’and what wduld you do?
7・ How should lacerated cervix or perineum be
treated?　_
8. How should the breast be treated to prevent
mastitis?
9. What is sub-involution, and what are some of
its causes?
IO. Give hygiene and therapeutic treatment of
OPhthalmia and neonatorum.
SURGERY.
I. Give symptoms of fracture of the base of the
Sku手l.
2. How would you diagno,Se and treat fracture
of the ribs?
3. What indications should guide us in the
selection of an an鍵Sthetic?
4・ Give the technique of amputation of the
breast.
5. What are the various methods of administer-
ing ether?
6. What are the indications of trephining the
sku11?
7. Give causes, SymPtOmS, and treatment of
tetanus.
8. How would you reduce a disIocation of the
inferior maxillary?
9. What are the general indications for treat-
ment of a gunshot高富und?
IO. What is、hare lip? Give treatment.
DISEASES OF WOMEN.
I. Give symptoms’diagnosis, and treatment of
chronic metritis.
2. Give ymptoms, diagnosis, and treatment of
tubal pregnancy.
3. Give etioIogy, SymPtOmS, and treatment of
anteflexion.
4・ Differentiate an ovarian cyst from ascites.
5. Differentiate tubercular from gonorrheal cys-
titis. Give treatment of the latter.
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DISEASES OF CHILDREN.
I. What attention do the eyes of a new-bom
require?
2・ Describe and give course of treatment of ic-
terus neonatorum.
3. Give symptoms, COurSe, and treatment of
scarlet fever.
4. Give symptoms, COurSe, apd treatment of
Whooping cdugh.
5. Give varieties and treatment of intestinal par-
asites.
Aんmnt Aわte∫.
In order to make these columns of interest and value to all,
each alumnus is earnestly requested to send to the graduate
盗詰詳詰議書墨葦落書誓書塁0蒜
address that he may know of・
The altlmni are also cordially invited to contr主bute to these
COlumns reports of interesting cases・
RuTH BÅRKER, M.D.,
Graduate Edi芝o r
Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital・
Dr. Anna M. Skinner, ’o3, B. U. S. M., has been
appointed medical inspector of the public schooIs of
Watertown.　The MEDICAL STUDENT eXtends its
heartiest congratulations to Dr. Skinner on being
Selected to serve in th′is capacity.
Dr. W. Bryant Guy) ’99) formally of 236 Dudley
street, has removed to Sharon, Mass., Where he `has
OPened a Sanitarium for the treatment of pulmonary
tuberculosis in the curable stage. The house is called
白The Pines,” and is situated on an estate ofsix acres
With ample grounds and pine groves. It is near the
beautiful Lake Massapoag.
The out-door treatment, With ample diet, Will be
insiste(l upon) COuPled with appropriate medication・
Owing to his past success in many severe cases
Dr. Guy hppes to do work as good or better than
sanitaria elsewhere. His・tOWn O範ce is Iocated at
359 Massachusetts avenue : Hours 2-4 P. M.
Dr. Ray H. Davies) ’03) NewportNews) Va.) WaS
inBostonona shortvisit.　_
Our ,Soc多をtあ∫.
ALPHA SIGMA.
AIpha Sigma have initiated the following men;
Dr. C. P. Jones, ’o5, Cleverlyand Howard, ’06,
Anger, Hart, and Rice, ,o7) Eaton, Edwards) Emery)
Harmount) Murryl and Shirmer, ’o8.
PHI ALPHA GAMMA.
Phi AIpha Gamma have initiated the fo11owing
men: Burt? Christie) Clince) Cushman) Gammons,
Grandlenard, and Osgood, ’o8.
GREGORY SocIETY.
An initiation of members was held op the evenmg
OfDecember I) from sevento eight. Afterthat hour
the Hahnemann society was entertained by the girls.
D重・・ Richardson read a paper on待The Ideal Woman.,,
He drew a picture of nobility of character; thewo-
ma,n WhO is ready for self sacrifice, Who is able to re-
joice at the success of others more than a亡her own
advancement; and above all the woman who is de_
Veloped equally al ng al=ines) Physical) mental,
and spiritual・
Later in the eve ing refreshments were served.
The new members a裏・e: Miss Brown? Miss Bates,
Miss PoIsey) Miss WooIsI Miss Shaw’ Miss
Klauinska, Miss Wright, Miss White.
LIBRARY NOTES.
The circulating libl.ary loans for November num-
bered.I56.
Mrs. L. A. Stewart, Widow of the late Dr. Stewart
Of Clinton, has given several books to the library) in-
c山ding the白American Text.Book of Surgery ” and
Clara Weeks’負Text-Book of Nursing.’’
Mrs. H. A・ Houghton, Widow of the late Dr. H.
A. Houghton of Boston) has presented to the libra重y
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many bound volumes of impol.tant hom缶opathic
medical joumals.
To Dr. George B. Rice our thanks are due for a
copy of Kyle’s白Diseases of the Nose and Throat,,,
and a copy of Bishop’s白Diseases of the Ear) Nose,
and Throat.,, Students studying under Prof・ Rice
and Prof. Bellows are reminded that Saunders,白Med-
ical Hand Atlases ” on the Ear, Nose, Mouth,
Pharynx) and Larynx) are in the library) and contain
excellent illustrations and help餌explahatory text.
Throl-gh the thoughtful kindness of one of the stu-
dents ofthe class of I9O8 the白‾Literary Digest’’has
been placed on the reading room table.
Dr. Conrad Wesselhoefthas favoreduswith a copy
of Cowperthwaite’s白Practice of Medicine)’, and a
number of bound volumes of German homceopathic
joumals and other works.
B RONCHIT工S.
In acute bronchitis in children I have found that
iodide calcium is a remedy par excellenceうaS it also
is in nearly all diseases of the respiratory organs.
When called toa case of acute bronchitis I pre-
scribe iodide calcium, One-third of one-half grain
every halfhour) till stx or eight doses have been taken ;
then the same doseevery hour・ Associatedwith the
calcium) I use aconite as asedativeand alsoenvelop
the thorax with cotton after anointing the chest with
lard. Improvement will be manifestin a short time.
-O. L. Thompson¥うM.D.) Buckley) Ill.言n 7he
脇dlcal Bri4二
INFANTILE CONVULSIONS.
′ I have seen it stated lately that the hot water
bath for infantile convulsions was worse than use-
1ess. The probability is tha鴨the bath was too hot.
Thewater should never be abovelIOOO F. Forbabies
with high temperatures, Say IO3。 to IO6O F., Water
isthe remedy. Let me citea case-Baby L.1 three
weeks old, had convulsions; at the third one, tem-
Perature IO6O ; WaSPlaced in bath and in ten minutes
temperature was down to IO4O; Placed in bath one
our, Which brought temper糾urc down to [OZO;
Wh n temperature got above this? baby was placed in
bath. After a fewtimes itwould go’to sleepin bath.
Do notuse Water too hot-yOu Want tO COOI surface
without shock.-J・ R. Jones, M.D., in 7he Medみ
Cal Br率
TUFTS,5, B.U. S.M,O.　,
The last college football game of the year in New
England was played at the American league grounds
December 3, by teams representing the Tufts Medi-
Cal an  Boston University medical schooIs'　Tufts
WOn by a score of5 tOO. Oneweekagothesame
teams met and) Singularly) the same eleven won by
exactly the same score・
Rooters fi’Om the two colleges to the number of
about six hundred were present, the coeds from both
being out in force"
Hard, fast footba11 was playe4 by both sides, With
COnSiderabl  roughne s thrown in, and this, COm-
bined with the hard, frozen ground, WaS PrOductive
Of s ve al i可uries to the players.
TUFTS
A・ McCart y le・
Marr it.
White lg・
Reynolds c.
Hennessy rg.
Hill rt.
Klein re.
Sullivan re.
E. McCarthy qb.
Mains lh b,
Sheehy rh. b・
Whalen fb.
Score, Tufts Medica1 5.
B.U.S.M.
re.　Glendenile
r .　Edwards
rg. Sanbom
C. Emery
lg・ Hubbard
lt.　Randal1
1e.　Hanlon
qb・ Harmount
qb. Boothby
rh.b. Gigger
rh.b. Lyons
lh. b. Bruckshaw
fb. Keith
Touchdown, Mains.
Unpire, Newton, Wesleyan university. Referee,
Elliot? Tufts ; Linesmen主Kingsbury) Tufts ; Haines,
B. U. Time zom  halv s. Timers, Wells of Tufts,
O’Donoghue of B. U.
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New York
Homceopathic Medical College重
Broadest Didactic Course.
Largest CIinical Facilities.
Systematic Bedside Instruction.
OCTOBER　4J 19O4タTO MAY　=’ 1905.
For Amouncement address:
WILLIAM HARVEY KING) M.D・) LL.D.’Dean.
GEORGE W. RoBERTS) PH.B.) M.D・)
Secretary of the Faculty?
I7O West 59th Street,
New York City.
研糊個捌腹鰭側晒革
命γ
館の肋間not only stimulates, but co皿pletely feeds the new
bom blood cells, Carrying them to full maturity.
It increases the leucocytes and thereby most powerfu11y retards
¥ PathoIogical processes.
As a food and nutrient it is ideal’requiring little or no digestion,
and being at once absorbed and assimilated.
For starving anzemic’bottle葛fed babies, its results are immediate
and most gratifying・
It wi11 be found equally reliable for nursing mothers, affording
prompt nourishment and strength to both mother and babe.
Records of hundreds of cases sent on request.
棚個か岬伽〃棚どcの仰〃γ
7与　り佃st 〃加博書〇億一頼りでe亀∴州曹W　脚
THE 。物EDlOAL　$TUDEⅣr,
w. H. WATTERS, M.。.　　Hours 9 to l, 2 to 5・　O. R. CHA。WELL, M.D・
PATHOLOIGICAL LABORATORY
BOSTON UNIVERSI冒ずSCHOOL OF剛I)I伽NE,
TELEPHONEタTREMONT 351
80 East Concord St.,
丁he M縦軸§蹴　りo調印柵6　晴間脚
DI蘭伽0Rず0掴U鵡恥,
TH霊h器盤。i藍発雷墨書霊S。f霊等誓書
graduates? Who are TeCOmmended by two or more reputable
豊寵蓑聾謙語護誌蒜
should be sent to this address) and will be responded to at
any time of theday ornigh壷s. E. J. T!SDALE,
Telephone, 1292 Back Bay.　　　9 Haviland St., Boston.
劇
脚BU轟劇OE
皿珊ÅU ,
The undersigned invites
the physicians of Boston and
vicinity) and others・ tO eXamine
an entirely new style of Ambu-
lancel eSPeCia11y constructed for
the conveyance of invalids・ It
has oil-temPered springs, rubber
tires, Pneumatic cushions, and
the cot has also a pneumatic
{. M. BA臓はOWS　⊂0.
p「in†e「S
二二二〇〇〇〇一
2 No巾h M億「kc† S†「cc†
BOS丁ON
TelephOne, No. 2剛chmOnd
It is the first carriage which combines the elegance of the ]andau with the卓eatest possible ease and comfort of thc
ambulance.　Prices reasonable.
Further information may be procured at the Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital, Boston’Or Of the proprietor,
」〃 M“ DUGGAN,、 N9", I　早Conco「dSt・タBoston’Mass・
Telephone 712 T「emont.
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JOSEPH S暮WATERMAN & SONS夢
UNDERTAKERS,
2326 and 2328 Washington Street夢
Adjoining Dudley St.冒erminal Station.
We have comected with our building everything that pertains to a first
Class establishment. On the first floor are our o航ces and reception rooms, mOrgue
and autopsy rooms.
On the second且oor, Chapel for funeral services and salesrooms, Where
everything necessary in the shape ofcaskets, linings, hardware, men’s suits,
ladies’dresses, etC.,缶om the cheapest to the most expensive can be selected.
′rhe third and fourth floors are stock and workrooms.
We employ four reliable embalmers and ten assistants, Whose読rk we
guarantee. ()pen day and night.
Telephones事　Roxbury 72 and 73。
HuBBELL　&　McGowAN,
APOTHECARIES賞
Å Fu]l I,ine oi a= HO蘭OPATⅢO PREPARAT量O町冒I師TURES ÅNI)冒ABLET冒RI冒URÅ耶S,
We can give yo皿I‘OWeSt Pricos on Clinical剛ermometers and HypodeI‘mic SyriIIgeS and overy
One Warrantod. Rotumablo if not Satisfaotory.
A七omizers’HoもWater Bo七七les, and Fo皿もa主n Syringes of all臨nds a Sp6Cialもy・
ANTISEP中Ic DRESSINGS AND S工CK ROOM∴SUPPI‘I国S,
Examine ou「 line of Surgical Instruments before purchasing elsewhere。　/
SpecjaI　丑a七es∴七〇　財edjca上　S九重de重工をS.
Agents for Kent’s Fine English Tooth Brushes。 Every one Warranted。・
Save time, mOney, and car fare and buy all your Drug Store Goods of山S。
TⅦO STORES : Cor.肌SSdOhusotts and Huntin8tOn加e皿es.　伽, Ⅲashin8tOn狐d輔st蝉wton Str80tS,
腸　MEDICAL STUDEⅣT.
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PHYSICIANS, AND DENTISTS’ BRASS SIIGNS。
⑨　　音　臆.音　　∴　∴　∴∴　　　-　闘
牛ⅢW亡MERSON間。P圃　　聞語間　　　　　　　　　　圃
REDUC田D CUT OF A 2O x 6 1N. BRASS∴S工GN’.
JOHN ROBBINS MFG, CO,夢　　58 Kneeland Street夢BostonタMass。
I軸0011駒血〇・ B醐皿,
00TRELL & LEONARD,
ALBANY, N. Y.
MAKERS OF
CAPS and GOWNS
American CoIleges and Universities.
Bu11etin and samples on request・
肌的S CO同軍R朋冒S甘OR SÅ班OR R珊冒肌Å SPEOI皿冒Y.
PhysICal Training
"
College Men
Especially provided at the
田o軸Yoり鵬g関叫8師曲れA§§面at冒o油。
VERY REASONABLE RATES.
Full Equipment)B争ths )Lockers) Massageうand
MEDICA」 SUPERViSiON.
E:A, Garland, M.D., and R. J, Roberts, Directors.
Call or send for prospectus to
GEO. W. nEHAFFEY,
General Secretary.
STYLISH
..聞A丁S
洲E恥0Ⅲ HÅ耶一館U7E取H肌S-OUR OⅧⅢ ⅢODE恥
6しOVE§ - GLOVE§ " ALL MAKES,
Manhattan Shirts. Equal to Custom.
囲図星
The highest grade of
Portraiture made at
my studios・
Special Rates to Boston University
Students and their Friends.
Class Photographer to Boston University Schoo1 0f
Medicine, I9O4.
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MINARD & THOMPSON,
Oor. Woroestor St. and Harrison Ale, ′
S丁UDEN丁S’ LUNCHず
Tel. 2II7O Tre.　　　　　CIGARS and TOBACCO.
一個Oな0-
THE SANFORD
重量A.重量●∴∴葵DⅢ【E飼S量㍍i働　　富AR宣.{)膿,
FOR
SPECIALTY HAIR CUTTING AND SHAVING.
Only First Cla的Barbers BmpIoyed.
J. Cannata, |l-OP.　　51 W. Brookllne St.. Boston.
CHARLES R. DANE,FLORIST
2023 WA§HI冊iT州ST髄町,
NEAR MADISON ST.
蒜護蒜畿葦驚蒜欝等謹
connection.　　　　　　. Sp○○iai姐ention to B. U. M8dical Students
DR. ORREN B〃 SAUNDERS,
358　COMMONWEALTH AVE.
G. U.　and Veneral Diseases.
O蝕ce Hours. 1 to 3 P.M.
WILLIS, EXPRESS,
G. O. WILLIS, JR.
FURN暮TURE ANDIpIANO MOVING。
01櫨iⅢ O血eoks脚0n章o富m純的o,
Fum軸re Pao量6d !or S血i叩ent,
Storage for Trunks and Furniture.
MAIN OFF|C田:
1657 WASHINGTON ST.
Between Concord and Worcester Streets.
Telephone, 772 Tremo .
PURDYPerfection in Portraiture
A photograph is the chronicle in personal appearance
Of a certain period. Our pictures are both pleasing
and accurate, and can be ,refe′rred to at a future
date with considerable satisfaction to the subject.
Between Temple Place‾and West St。 ,I46 TREMONT STREET.
T放E　棚DlOAL　$TUDEⅣ午.
BO巨RICKE　最TH戸巨」,
HOⅢ皿OPÅ冒HIC l　ノノ/
PH弧馳駆耶,
N巳W YORK.
BALTIMORE.
CHICAGO.
PITTSBURG.
PH萱LADELPHIA.
、　CINC萱NNATI.
丁紫 manufacture of homceopathic medicinesPub=shing of hom。eOPathic books is no
Side line with us.　We give it our whole at-
tention and find thatit requiresit. . . . .
High Potencies made with absolute accuracy,
WE BEL萱EVE IN POTENCIES.
FRESH PLANT TINC丁URES, TRITURATIONS,
TABLETS AND SUNDRIES.
Write for Catalogue.145 GRAND STREET,
NEW YORK.
昭　必瑠D上O生血∴$賞UD留ⅣT.
BOOTHBY SURGICAL HOSPITAL.
1 & 3 WORCESTER SQ., BOSTON.
A
Perfectly
Appointed
Hospital
for the
use of the
Profession
Centrally
Located,
Quietき
Sumy,
Homelike’
Thoroughly
Equipped,
OPPOSI丁E A PLEASANT PARK.
SPECIAL FACILITIES FOR EMERGENCY OPERATIONS
DAY OR NIGH丁,
Two Operating Rooms equipped with all modern conveniences for aseptic “ol-k.
Large New E!evator for moving patients on wheel-StretChe】‾S.
X-Ray Machines for therapeutic, radl-OglaPhic, and fluol“OSCOPic work.
Branch Exchange Telephone System connecting all departments of the Hospital and many of the private rooms with
the long-distance service.
The After雪Care and Nursing of sul・gical cases IS glVen Our eSPeCial attention;and the Doctor will find his orders ime
Plicitly and faith書u11y carried out.
The Hospital cordially invites your cIose and critical inspection.
WA」TER M, BOOTHBY, Pres.
